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zero configuration, from the idea back in the late 1990s. when a host joins a network 

that it can discover the different services or tools available on the network thru DNS 

service discover,  allowing you to identify the printer services there, etc. 

 

Slide 3: cont. 

 

DNS service discovery well it automatically allows you to find those services on the 

network, but it also works on the traditional DNS as well, and that is the vast majority 

of these leaks queries  

the way that the service discoveries actually work is that they rely on usually four 

different types of DNS resource record types. 

the process usually starts off by the device issue a query, for you know, a US army 

record saying i'm looking for this phone on this port in the hostname and then it's 

going to give you back a pointer which will then tell you the actual service type in the 

service name which then will require an A lookup. To get the IP address port to 

connect to and then additional queries can be done via txt records to. 

 

 

 

 

 



Slide 4 &5: DNS Service Discover examples 

 

This is what would happen when a computer wants to know the printers that are on 

the local area network right the computer is going to send out a DNS service request 

for underscore IP.  in there should be dot underscore tcp underscore your local 

domain they're here I just chose the word local for the type btr and then you're going 

to probably expect  various responses for the printers that are on the note in this 

instance,.   you know, maybe there were three different printers you have one for 

sales, you have one for marketing and one for the legal department. So that first 

invisible name that's being returned is the actual printers name right so here, you 

could say like second for QA is the printer me in return for that. And the second 

portion of that DNS query is the actual type in the protocol so here it's looking for 

IPP DNS service discovery type and it's going to try and work over the tcp protocol. 

And then the last component of the service names is the domain right s nd so either 

this can be obviously hard coded into the configuration of that device or you get it 

through a suffix search list appendage of for when the domain is going out. And so, 

that is, you know, probably the string that were relevant in terms of the name 

collision obviously in terms of looking at calculate risk on a per diem basis. But the 

rest of it kind of tells us about what kind of services are being used under that 

particular namespace  



 

would see subsequent DNS look ups for the type srp where you're going to get a 

response for various different properties for that printer including it's another specific 

name my printer know NTV which then you would also. want to issue another invite 

issue another txt query where it might pull out name value pairs that are stored inside 

the txt record for that, and then, finally, it will do the traditional a or upon a look up 

to get the IP address to actually connect on that.And so, this is where you know, 

obviously in an inclusion scenario where these names were supposed to reside in a 

confined network, but now are leaking out into the global DNS. 

If that domain becomes available, it is possible that someone could answer those 

questions and have these zero configuration requests return to malicious servers that 

user wasn't aware of, or intended them to go to. 

 



Slide 6: Client-side Name Collision Vulnerabilities

 

hese are more for actual configuration as services, the chromium one is actually a test 

on like connectivity or or Internet redirection right that the DNS resolve or isn't really 

honoring non existent domains, and it was trying to detect we auto redirection to 

something else right. 

when we're saying the vulnerability, the vulnerability only happens if the tlc is 

delegated and someone registers, the exact second level name that.would be that 

would actually be a collision right so it's it's not by delegation to the to the necessary 

necessarily alone it's by delegation of the to the plus someone registering the 

malicious person registering a domain. 

 



Slide 7 & 8 : Name Collision Vulnerabilities 

 

We can get a sense of what some of these vulnerabilities are as well as the specific 

service name that was used inside the queue name. For that specific DNS service 

discovery so some of the things like probably the most stone, I would say, dangerous 

would be the man in the middle attacks, where you have things like the w pad ice 

attack. 

  



the vast majority of these 45 different service service discovery protocols all were 

due to poor authentication and 

 

Slide 9: Web Proxy Auto Discovery  (WPAD) 
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